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1. Introduction. In [1] Doob introduced two boundaries, the Martin exit

boundary and entrance boundary for denumerable Markov chains. Each bound-

ary is obtained by completing the state space by means of a suitably chosen metric.

Boundary points are the new points added by this completion. The completed

space is a compact metric space. An alternate approach to boundaries was proposed

by Feller in [2]. We use the theory as developed by Doob and extended by

Hunt in [3].

Martin boundary theory applied directly to transient chains gives new and

interesting information about these chains. But for recurrent chains the bound-

aries reduce to one point boundaries and give no new information. The purpose

of this paper is to show that Martin boundary theory can be used to define a

different boundary for recurrent chains, which gives useful information. Our

recurrent boundary B is defined as the Martin exit boundary obtained for a tran-

sient chain determined from the recurrent chain.

For transient chains the Martin boundaries are ideally suited to the represen-

tation of non-negative superregular functions and measures. Superregular measures

are measures v such that v(f — P) = p, where p is non-negative. For, given p,

there may be many such measures, but each is determined by a measure on a

"minimal part" of the entrance boundary.

A recurrent chain has only one non-negative superregular measure. But we

show that, for recurrent chains, non-negative solutions of v(F — P) = p, where

p is assumed to be a signed measure of finite total measure, can be represented

in a similar way using the recurrent boundary. This representation generalizes

a result for sums of independent random variables, for subregular measures,

obtained by Spitzer in [9]. The measure used in the representation is given a

probabilistic interpretation in terms of an "associated transient chain."

lust as in the transient case we obtain a dual boundary B for recurrent chains.

This boundary is obtained by forming the recurrent boundary for the reverse

chain. It is used to represent all non-negative solutions of (/ — P)h =/ where /

is integrable with respect to the stationary measure. As B gives information
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about the long-range behavior of the chain P, so B yields long-range information

about the reverse chain.

For transient chains the process tends with probability one to the exit boundary.

Clearly, a recurrent chain converges almost nowhere, hence to obtain corre-

sponding results for recurrent chains we replace convergence almost everywhere

by weak convergence. We also restrict ourselves to a class of recurrent chains

that we call normal chains. Let P be the transition matrix of an aperiodic ir-

reducible recurrent chain. Let a be the stationary measure. Then P is normal

if the matrices

Cu = Km    i (iff - F$>), Gu = lim    £ Í^Pf - Pf)
n->oo     i = 0\ / n->oo     k = 0 \ai /

are well defined. We showed in [4] that the matrices C and G can be used as

dual potential operators for recurrent chains. It has been shown by Spitzer in

[9] that all chains arising from sums of independent random variables are normal.

The existence of non-normal chains has been shown by Orey in [8]. (See also [6].)

For a normal chain and E a finite set, there is a limiting probability Xe that

the set E is entered for the first time after time n at j. Let EUE2,--- be a sequence

of finite sets increasing monotonically to the state space S. Then we show

that the measures XEk converge weakly to a measure ß on S* = SuB, where B

is a recurrent boundary. For ergodic chains this measure is the stationary measure

a and hence is all on S. For null chains the measure is usually on the boundary

but may be on both S and B. We show that G(I — P) = —I if and only if ß as-

signs measure 0 to S. In particular, this will be the case if all boundary points

are minimal.

For ergodic chains it follows from standard results that ß is also the weak

limit of the fth row of the powers of the transition matrix. We show by an ex-

ample that this is not true for general normal chains. We are led then to the

study of the class of continuous functions for which Pnh -*■ jhdß.

We obtain the following results. Let £ be a finite set and Bfj be the

probability, starting in i, that E is entered at j. As a function of the starting

state i, this probability can be extended to the boundary in such a way that the

resulting function BE(x,j) is continuous on S*. A finite combination of such

functions is called an elementary continuous function. We show that if n is in

the strong closure of the elementary functions, then P"h-> jhdß. We give a

a method of characterizing this closure and show that if B has no nonminimal

boundary points, it contains all continuous functions. Hence for this case the

rows of P" tend weakly to ß. As an application of these results we obtain a rep-

resentation of several basic quantities, e.g.,

Xe =  [  B\x,j)dß(x).
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We obtain a class of stochastic processes, which start on S* with an arbitrary

distribution, and then proceed by P till they reach a designated state 0. This

gives direct probabilistic interpretations for the representations developed. For

example, above, BE(x,j) is the probability of entering £ at j, if the process starts

at x—possibly on the boundary. Hence Xe yields the entrance probabilities for

the process started with distribution ß.

Normal chains may then be characterized as chains for which there is a starting

distribution, namely ß, which represents the limiting behavior of the chain in

the long run.

We apply recurrent boundary theory to extend and give new probabilistic

interpretations to the results on recurrent potentials obtained by the authors

in [4; 5]. In particular we obtain the following representation for the potential

operator: G,j may be interpreted as the mean number of entries to j, before

hitting i, for a process started on S* with the measure ß.

2. Notation. For convenience we summarize here the basic notation and

conventions that will be used in the paper.

We use P for the transition matrix of a recurrent chain and Q for the trans-

ition matrix of a transient chain. We use S for the state space. We consider both

measures (row vectors) and functions (column vectors); the former are denoted

by Greek letters, and the latter by ordinary lower case letters.

The product of two infinite matrices is well defined only if the series defining

the components of the product converge absolutely.

When a quantity is written as EA the set E is treated as a "taboo" set: the

entries of EA then refer to a quantity related to the process watched only as long

as it avoids the set E. When we write AE we are referring to a quantity relating

to the process at a time when it hits the set E. When we write AE we mean the

matrix A restricted to the components which are in E. When £ is a single state,

say 0, we write °A for EA.

A stationary measure for the recurrent chain P. That is, a ^ 0 and aP=a.

(The choice of a is unique up to a constant multiple.)

The reverse chain associated with P, P,j = afPjJa,.

The probability of moving from  i to ;'  in  n  steps. (We write Q\f

for transient chains.)

The mean number of visits to/ when the process is started in i, N = S„Q".

(Finite for transient chains.)

The mean number of visits to j in n steps. JV(B)= Z"=o-Pw-

The mean number of visits to j before hitting E, when the process is

started in i (taken to be 0 if i or j is in £).

l(n)

JV,

"IJ

N-
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Htj The probability, starting at i, that j is ever reached. iHu = 1.)

H(¡f The probability, starting at i, that j is reached by step n.

EHij The probability, starting at i, that j is reached before E.

Bfj The probability starting in i that F is entered at ;'.

Bfj The probability, starting at i, that E is exited at j (or, more precisely,

that F is visited, that it is visited finitely often, and that j is the last state

visited).

Pf¡ The probability starting at / in E that the next entry to F occurs at j. (I.e.

PE is the process P "watched in F".)

1 The constant function h¡ s 1.

For normal chains:

Gu =   lim [(a/a^-N«].

Cv =   lim [N#-JV<;>].

Ay   =    lim Pr[first entry to E after time n is at j]

=    lim (P"B£)¡;- (if this exists, it is independent of /)•

We use the notation ôu for the ijth component of the identity matrix /. And ô1

will be the function (or measure) which is the jth column (or row) of I. That is,

S\i) = <50,
We shall have occasion to extend certain matrix quantities to be defined on

the state space and the boundary. Since the boundary need not be a denumerable

set we shall indicate the extension say of AtJ, as a function of i, by Aix,j).

3. Boundary theory for transient chains. Let Q be the transition matrix of a

denumerable, transient Markov chain, with state space S. A function h is said

to be regular if h = Qh, superregular if n ^ Qh, and subregular if h ^ Qh.

A non-negative regular function h is called minimal if for every non-negative

regular function n', which is not 0, and /?' :£ n, we have h' — ch. If n can be

written in the form n = Nf, then n is called a potential, and /= (/ - Q)h is its

charge.

We shall summarize a number of results from Martin boundary theory. If h

is non-negative and superregular, then

.    h^Qh^Q2h^~^Q,

hence Q"h converges to a function r. We may represent h as
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(3.1) h = r + Nf,

where / = (/ — Q)h 2: 0. This represents n (uniquely) as the sum of a regular

function and a potential with / ^ 0, which corresponds to the Riesz represen-

tation of a superharmonic function as a harmonic function plus a potential

with a positive charge.

For each non-negative superregular n we may define the modified Markov

chain with transition matrix

(3.2) Qy = Qijhj/hi.

This new chain is known as the h-process. The chain Qh has as state space the

set of all states for which h¡ > 0. Quantities for an n-process may be computed

in terms of the original chain, for example

(3.3) N}j = Ntjhj/h,

For simplicity let us assume that all states in S may be reached from some

designated state 0. We introduce the function

(3.4) Kii,j) = Ny/JV

We metrize the space S by the distance

(3.5) dii,j) =  Z | Kik,i) - KikJ) | H0kwk + |e¡ - Ej\,
k

where the weights wk are non-negative and have sum 1, while e¡ are distinct and

tend to 0 on any infinite sequence of states. [The inclusion of the 8-terms was

suggested by Hunt to assure that no state in S be "on the boundary". We adopt

this convenient modification of Doob's metric]

Let S* be the completion of this metric space. The set B = S* — S is the exit

boundary of the Markov chain. Since the metric (3.5) was so chosen that all

points in S are isolated, the boundary (which consists entirely of points added

during the completion) contains all limit points.

A sequence of states {;'„} converges if and only if Kii,j„) converges for all i.

Hence if j„ -» x, we may define

(3.6) Kii,x) = Lim Kii,j„).
Jn — X

Then the function X(i, •) is continuous on S*. For every x 6 S*, K(- ,x) is a non-

negative superregular function which is 1 at state 0. A boundary point is called

minimal if this is a minimal regular function. The set of minimal boundary

points is a Borel set.

We will now state two basic theorems from Martin boundary theory. They

are proved in [1; 3].
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Theorem 3.1. (Representation theorem.)   If h is a non-negative superregular

function, with h0 = 1, then h can be represented in the form

"1(3.7) «¡ = K(i,x)dß\x),

where ßh is a probability measure on S*. There is a unique such measure if

we require that the measure of the nonminimal part of the boundary be 0. In

this representation the integral over B gives the regular function and the integral

over S the potential of the representation (3.1).

Theorem 3.2. (Convergence theorem.) If h is a non-negative superregular

function, and h0 > 0, and the h-process is started at 0, then almost every path

either ends at a state of S infinite time or converges to a minimal boundary

point (in the sense of the metric topology). The measure ß1' in the representation

theorem can be interpreted as the "distribution of the final position" in the

h-process. More precisely, ß\i) is the probability that the h-process started at 0

ends at i, while for a Borel subset A of B, ßk(A) is the probability that the

h-process converges to a point of A.

If « is a regular function, then by Theorem 3.1, ßh puts all its measure on

the boundary, hence the «-process does not terminate in finite time. A minimal

function must actually be a multiple of a K(-, x) for x a minimal boundary point,

and in this case the «-process goes to x with probability 1. Since 1 is always

superregular, and Q1 is Q, the original chain itself converges, and the ß so ob-

tained is the measure needed in (3.7) to represent the constant function. This

measure will be on the boundary if 1 is regular, that is, Q has row-sums equal

to 1, which is precisely the condition that the process should not stop.

4. Boundary for a recurrent chain. Let P be the transition matrix of a denumerable,

aperiodic recurrent chain in which it is possible to go from any state to any

other state. Let S be its state space. Let a be its stationary measure, i.e., a > 0

and ctP = a. (This measure is determined up to a constant multiple, and only

ratios of components will be used.)

The reverse chain has the transition matrix

(4.1) Pij = «/PjA-,

and it is again a recurrent chain with stationary measure a. We select one state,

which we shall designate by 0, and define the transient chain associated with P,

relative to 0. This chain proceeds according to P, but it is stopped when P steps

into state 0. More precisely,

(42) Q..=   lP«      if  •/#°'
K'£} ülJ       \0        if  j¡=0.
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This is clearly a transient chain, and we need to find its potential operator N.

Since N,j is the mean number of times in j if the transient chain starts at i, this

quantity must be °ÑtJ = a,- °NJ,/ai, the mean number of times, in the reverse

chain started at i, that j is visited before reaching 0. However, if i = 0, we want

the mean number of entries into j before returning to 0, which is ocy/a0. Hence

(4.3) JVf, = (ot;/ai)(0iVJ,4-¿io).

Thus

(4.4) K(i,j) = NU/N0J = (ao/adCNj, + S,0).

Since all states can be reached from 0 in the associated transient chain its state

space is S. We now adjoin to this space its Martin boundary B, so that S* = SuB

is a compact metric space. A boundary point x corresponds to a sequence of

states jn along which K(i,j,) converges for all i. From (4.4) we see that this means

that Lim„°NJti, exists for all i. We may thus extend °JV to the boundary:

{%, if   x=jeS,
(4.5) °N(x,0 =

[LimuJV;n,    if   x = Umj„.

Then

(4.6) K(i,x) = KM) ( °JV(x,i) 4- Si0).

We will next show that we obtain the same boundary if 0 is replaced by another

state, and that this choice also does not affect the question of whether a boundary

point is minimal.

By computing in two ways the mean number of visits to state i before the

process reaches both 0 and 1, if it starts at state/ we obtain the identity:

(4.7) %t + °Hjy ■ °Ny, = °JV„ 4- %0 ■ 'No,

We can transform this by using the fact that 1Hj0 = 1 - °Hn, and that °Ny,

4- 1JV0i = (a^yJVn (see [4, §3]), into

(4.8) %, = °Nj, 4- 'No, - (aJayfNjy.

If ./„ -* x in the transient chain defined relative to 0, then °NJni converges

for all i. Hence, in (4.8) the right-hand side converges, and therefore 1NJn, also

converges for all i. Thus x is also a boundary point of the process defined rel-

ative to 1. Since the roles of 0 and 1 are interchangeable, the two boundaries

are the same. And we may extend (4.8) to the common boundary.

From (4.4) and (4.8) we obtain

(4.9) Ky(i,x) = («,/«„) [K0(i,x) - K0(l,x)} + (ay/a,) [xJVoi - Si0 + Sn},

where the kernels for the two processes are distinguished by subscripts. Suppose
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that y is a nonminimal boundary point of the 0-process; then K0i'i,y) may be

represented as

Ko0>y) =     K0ii,x)dnix),

where n is a non-negative measure of total measure 1, which puts weight on more

than one point. By integrating (4.9) we obtain :

Kyii,x)dnix) = Kyii,y),

and hence y is also nonminimal for the 1-process, and conversely, by symmetry.

Hence the boundary B is determined by P alone, and so is the question of

the minimality of a boundary point. Hence we call B the boundary of the re-

current chain P, and we can speak of the minimal boundary points of P. That

this boundary has the desired properties will be seen later.

It is worth noting how the boundary B could have been constructed directly

in terms of P. First of all we note that °NU = 0H¡j0Njj, hence °Ninj converges

as /„ -* x if and only if °HLj does. This shows that the metric

(4.10) dii,j) = Z| °Hik - °Hjk | wk + |e¡ - 6/|
k

is the same as the metric (3.5) yielded by the associated transient chain.

We shall use i,j, k as variables for states, while x and y will be variables over S*.

Since column vectors are thought of as functions on S, it is often important

to know whether this function can be extended to be continuous on S*. We

introduce the following terminology:

Definition. A column vector h is said to be continuous if there is a continuous

function n(x) on S* such that hii) = h¡ for all states i. Then n(x) is the extension

of h.

Clearly, a vector h is continuous if and only if for every sequence in tending

to a fixed boundary point x the values hin converge to the same value n(x).

From the definition of B we know that a column of °N is continuous, and

hence so is a finite combination of columns. A simple probabilistic argument

shows that if 0 e F, j e E,

(4.11) Z °NaPfj = °NiJ + ojo - Bfp
keE

hence a column of BE, for a finite set E, is continuous. Therefore, a finite com-

bination of such columns is continuous, which means that for any column vector

h and finite set F, BEh is continuous.

Definition. For a finite set E, we write B\x,j) for the extension of the j'th col-

umn of BE. By an elementary continuous function we mean a finite linear com-

bination of such functions. We will frequently consider a sequence of finite sets
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Ek, which are monotone increasing and UkEk=S, to be called a fundamental

sequence of sets. For example, in the next section we will show what happens to

Btkh if the {Ek} is a fundamental sequence.

5. Associated transient chains. In the last section we introduced the transient

chain Q associated with a given recurrent chain. Various «-processes of this chain

will be of interest to us.

Let us suppose that a measure v has the following three properties: (i) v ^ 0

(ii) v0 = 0, and (iii) vF g v + ¿5°. We may then define the function « by

(5.1) ht = («o/aiXv + 3°),

Clearly « is non-negative and a direct computation shows that Qh 5¡ h. We may

therefore introduce the «-process. Since this process is determined by the measure

v, we will write Q" instead of Qh:

(5.2) QJj = Qtjhj/h, = vyP/i/(vi + ái0).

By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we know that this process determines a measure ßh

on S* (with the measure on B being concentrated on minimal boundary points),

which represents the "final position" of the process, and we know that « can

be represented by integrating the kernel K with respect to this measure. Thus

(3.7) yields a representation for v, by means of (5.1). We again write ßv'm place

of ßh

v, = («,/«„)   |   K(i,x)dß\x)-Oi0,

and using (4.6) and the fact that ß" has total measure 1, we obtain

(5.3) v; =  [  °N(x,i)dßv(x),

"s*

and this form of representation is unique if the measure puts no weight on non-

minimal boundary points.

The potential operator for the /¡-process is

(5 4) ^ - fW'i      if   i*0'
(     ' ",J -   I vj + ÔJ0        if   i = 0.

If we start the chain gv at 0, then Vj is the mean number of times the process is at

j, not counting the original position.

Definition. 6e = BEj is the probability in the Qv-process, started at 0, that there

is a last time that the process is in set E and that this is at state j.

(9E depends both on P and on v.)

Let us compute 6E. Clearly,
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Nlj-Prj [process leaves F and never returns]

Noj [1 -  Z   (Ô1V+   ZZ Q)a EN:bQ¡k)-]
keE a,beE~

Nlj [1 -  Z (v,/(v, + ojo))  iPkj + ZZ PkbENbaPa])-]
keE a,bsE

- (yj + SjoKi-iWj+ôjo))! vkpEj-]
keE

- Vj + 5jo -   Z vkPkJ for all jeE.
keE

Hence,

(5.5) v£(/ - P£) = 0E - o°.

In general 0E will have total measure less than 1, since the process may never

enter F or even if it does it may come back to it infinitely often. However, if E is

finite and 0 6 F, then 0E has total measure 1.

In particular, if F = S, then the set can be left only if the process ends in a

finite number of steps, and hence 0? = /?"(/). Letting ß stand for the row-vector

that represents ß within S, we have

(5.6) v(/ - P) = f - <5°.

From the almost everywhere convergence of the <2v-P<"ocess (see Theorem 3.2),

we infer that if h is continuous, then [(ôv)"n]0 converges to J7i(x)d7T(x). Let

Ek he a fundamental sequence of sets, and let us observe the gv-process when

it is last in the sets Ek. This observes the process at a sequence of random times,

which tend to infinity (or the terminal time) almost everywhere. Hence, for any

continuous vector h, 9Ekh -» Jn(x) dß\x). That is, the measures 0Ek converge

weakly to ßv on S*.

In (4.11), ifF = S, then

(5.7) Z °NikPkj = °Nij - StJ + ôoj.
k

Hence

Z °NikPkj g °JVi; + ôoj.
k

By letting i tend to a boundary point x we obtain

(5.8) Z °Nix,k)Pkj z% °N(xJ) + Ô0J, for xeS*.
k

Also, °N(x,0) = 0 and °Nix,j) ^ 0. Hence the measure °JV(x, •) satisfies the three

conditions for v. We shall refer to the corresponding /t-process by the notation Q*.

(5.9) Qfj = oN(xJ)P,,/(°JV(x,0 + Sl0),        for x e S*.

0j =
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The corresponding superregular function is h = K(-,x), by (4.6), (5.1), and (5.2).

Hence the measure ßx is the one needed to represent K(-,x). If x e S or x is a

minimal boundary point, then this is the measure putting unit mass at x. In the

latter case, ßx = 0, and thus (5.6) states that for a minimal boundary point x

we have equality in (5.8). Thus for a minimal boundary point °N(x,-) is regular

at all states except 0. For x a nonminimal boundary point, ßx is some

measure on states and minimal boundary points.

We also obtain a useful interpretation of °N(x,j) for a minimal x: Start the

process Qx at 0. This chain goes to x almost everywhere. And °N(x,j) is the mean

number of times in state j, not counting the starting position.

If in (4.11) we choose a finite set £, such that 0e£, then we may extend the

equation to S*:

(5.10) I °N(x,k)(I-P% = BE(x,j) - S0J.
keE

If we compare this with (5.5), we see that

(5.11) BE(x,j) = 9E, for £ finite and 0 e £,

where 9E gives the exit probabilities for the 0/-process.

Definition. T is the transformation that changes the continuous function h(x)

into Th(x) - $s,h(y)dßx(y). A continuous function such that Th = h is said to

be T-continuous.

Clearly, Th(x) = h(x) if x e S or x is a minimal boundary point. Hence if P

has only minimal boundary points, then T is the identity mapping. T is a con-

tinuous transformation of norm 1.

Theorem 5.1. For any continuous function h, the extensions of BEkh con-

verge to Th for any fundamental sequence.

Proof. We are interested in the limit of BEk(x,-)h. By (5.11) we know that

for each x this is the limit of 9Ekh, which is Th(x) by the weak convergence of
9Ek to ßx.

Theorem 5.2. A continuous function is T-continuous if and only if the ex-

tensions of BEkh tend to h. And if P has only minimal boundary points, then

every continuous function is T-continuous.

Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from Theorem 5.1 and the

definition of T-continuity. The second part follows from the fact that if all bound-

ary points are minimal, then Fis the identity transformation.

Theorem 5.3(3). Let h be T-continuous. Let Ek be a fundamental sequence

of sets. Then for every e > 0 there are sets Ey,--,Er in the sequence and weights

Cy,---,cr (positive and with sum 1) such that

(3) The authors are indebted to W. A. Veech for this theorem.
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r

\h(x) -   Z csBE\x, -)h\<E        for all xeS*.
v=l

Proof. By Theorem 5.2, hk(x) = Bhk(x,-)h converge to h(x) pointwise. Hence

for any finite measure n on S*,

i n*(x)¿¿7t(x) =   | «(x)¿¿ti(x)

by dominated convergence. Since on a compact space the finite measures are

dual to the continuous functions, we see that the function h is in the weak closure

of the set {«*}.

Let C be the convex hull of the set {«*}. Since « is in the weak closure of C,

/; must be in the strong closure of C. Hence some element of C is within e of «

in norm, which completes the proof.

Lemma. For any elementary continuous function h, Th = h.

Proof. It suffices to show this for /i¡= BE, for a finite set E. By Theorem 5.1,

Th is the limit of a column of BEkBE, for a fundamental sequence {Ek}. But once

E S Ek, BEkBE = BE, hence the limit is «.

Theorem 5.4. The set of T-continuous functions is the strong closure of the

set of elementary continuous functions.

Proof. We shall apply Theorem 5.3. Each function hk is an elementary

continuous function, and so is any convex combination. Hence the theorem

states that every T-continuous function is in the strong closure of the set of ele-

mentary continuous functions. Conversely, if h is in the strong closure, then it

is the limit (in norm) of a sequence of elementary continuous functions/*, hence

it is continuous. And Th = Lim Tfk = Lim/* = h, by the continuity of T and

the lemma. Hence h is T-continuous.

6. The dual boundary and the representation theorem. In [4] we developed

complete duality between functions of P and measures of P. We shall now

apply this duality to represent functions. Since P is itself a recurrent chain of the

type considered, we may construct its boundary B by the methods of §4. All

the results of §5 are then applicable.

Theorem 6.1. If Ph = h + ô°, h}t 0, and h0 = 0, then there is a probability

measure n on B such that

(6.1) «^(ao/cci)  f °Ñ(x,i)dn(x),

¿j«¿¿ n is unique if it is restricted to the minimal points o/B.

Proof. Let v¡ = a/hja.^ Then v satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of §5 for P. As a

matter of fact, in (iii) we have equality. This means that Qv has row sums equal
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to 1, and hence the process does not stop in finite time. Hence ßv puts all its

measure on the boundary, and the theorem follows from (5.3).

Definition. If we let p = v(/ — P), then p is the deviation (from regularity)

of the measure v. If pi is finite, then we say that v is a measure offinite deviation.

Dually, /= (/ — P)h is the deviation of ft, and h is of finite deviation if af is

finite.

Theorem 6.2. (Representation theorem.) // h is a non-negative function of

finite deviation, then af£0 and there is a probability measure n on the minimal

part of B such that

(6.2) ft, « ft0 + i°Nf)t - (a/M) | ̂    °Ñix,i) dn(x),
B

and if aj # 0,n is uniquely determined.

Proof.   Since a/ is finite, so is °Nf (see [4, §3]).

Start the chain in state i and stop it the first time that it reaches 0. The ex-

pected value of ft after n steps in this stopped process is

(6.3) Z °P^hk + H&%.
k

However, since Ph = h — /', we may also write this expected value as

(6.4) ft, -  Z °JVg>/4.
k

Equating (6.3) and (6.4), and recalling that ft ̂  0, we obtain

(6.5) ft, £ Hiffto +   Z X"'/*.
ft

If we let n tend to infinity, H$ tends to 1, and since °Nf is finite, we have domi-

nated convergence in the second term on the right. Therefore,

(6.6) ft, £ ft0 + i°Nf),

Let ft,* - ft, - ft„ - i°Nf)¡. Then ft? = 0, and by (6.6) ft* ̂  0. From a direct
probability computation we find that

(6.7) (/-p)°tf-{5y-aw(«yao)}.

Hence (/ — P)h* = (a//a0)<5°. We see that af> 0 is impossible, since otherwise

ft* is superregular without being constant. If af = 0, then ft* is regular and non-

negative, hence a constant, hence 0. Then (6.2) follows from the definition of ft*.

On the other hand, if af < 0, then Theorem 6.1 is applicable to — (a0/a/)ft*,

and hence (6.2) follows from (6.1) and the definition of ft*. This completes the

proof.

The dual of this theorem is :
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Theorem 6.2'. // v is a non-negative measure of finite deviation, then pi _ 0

and there is a probability measure % on the minimal part o/B such that

(6.2') Vj = v0(aj./a0) 4- (p°N)j - pí  f °N(x,j) dn(x),

and if pi # 0, then n is uniquely determined.

Note. The assumption that n is non-negative can be weakened to the condi-

tion that h is bounded from below, since in that case the theorem is applicable

to n 4- const. Similarly in the dual it suffices to assume that v is bounded from

below by a multiple of a.

Since °Ntj = (aj/a,)°Nj„ we see from (4.4) that

(6.8) K(i,j) = (ao/aj)%j + S,0.

Hence B is characterized by sequences /„-+ x for which K(i„,j) converges for ally.

Thus K serves to characterize both B and B. And in the representation theorems

K could have been used for both functions and measures. This yields the alter-

nate representations:

(6.9) «i = «o + (°iV/);-(a//ao)f   K(x,i)dn(x),

and

(6.9' )        v; = v0(<y«o) 4- (p°N)j - Otl)(aj/a0)  ( [K(j,x) - SJ0} dn(x).
JB

Theorem 6.3.   If h is an elementary continuous function, then

(a) (/ — P)h =/ has finite support,

(b) h = const. 4- °Nf,

(c) a/ = 0, and

(d) BEh = h for any set E such that 0e£ and the support of f is in E.

And conversely, if (a.) and (b) hold, then h is an elementary continuous function.

Proof. (/ — P)BE is equal to (I — PE) for states in £, and 0 otherwise. Hence

a-(I — P)BE= 0. Since an elementary continuous function is a finite linear com-

bination of columns of BE (with £ finite), (a) and (c) follow. Since a continuous

function is bounded and since a/ is finite, Theorem 6.2 is applicable, which

establishes (b). We shall complete the proof by showing that (a) and (b) imply

both (d) and that h is an elementary continuous function.

Suppose (a) and (b) hold. If 0e£, °N = B E0N + EN. If £ also contains the

support off, then EJV/=0, hence (d) follows from (b). And since in BEh we

may by (a) choose a finite set £, BEh is an elementary continuous function. This

completes the proof.

7. Application to normal chains. In [4] we developed a potential theory for

recurrent chains in terms of the dual non-negative potential operators:
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(7.1) Gu = Lim [/VifW«*) - M?].
n

(7.2) Cu = Lim[¿V^-JV«].

A chain for which both operators exist is called a normal chain. We shall assume

from now on that our chain is normal. The operators are dual since

(7.3) CtJ = ZjÔji/tx,.

Let Vj = G0J. From (7.1),

(7.4) (vP)j ^ (v + ô°)j - LimP(0nj+l\

Hence v satisfies condition (iii) of §5, and it clearly satisfies (i) and (ii) as well.

Definition. For any normal chain, the measure /T for Vj = GQJ is called the

basic measure of the chain P.

From now on, if we write ß without a superscript, we shall always mean this

basic measure. Applying the results of §5 we have :

(7.5) G0,.=   f °N(x,j)dß(x),

(7.6) [GE(I-PE)]0. = 9E-5°,

(7.7) [G(/-P)]0. = ß-ö°

from (5.3), (5.5), and (5.6), respectively.

In [4] we showed that for any finite set £,

(7.8) Lim I P<¡pBEkj - Xe

exists and is independent of /, and Xe is a probability measure. It measures the

probability "in the long run" that E is entered at various states. In [5] we showed

that

(7.9) GE(I - PE) = 1AB - /.

Comparing the 0th row of this with (7.6), we see that if 0 e E, then 0E is Xe.

Suppose now that we had chosen 1 as the designated state, and Vj = GXj. For

1 e E we would obtain 6E = Xe, hence for £ sufficiently large to contain both 0

and 1 we obtain the same 9E. And since ß is the weak limit of dEk for a fundamental

sequence {Ek}, we obtain the same ß for both processes. Hence ß depends only

on F and not on the state 0. This justifies calling it the "basic measure of F"

without mentioning 0.

We may now rewrite (7.5) and (7.7) for state i in place of 0. We summarize

the results in matrix form:
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(7.10) Gi} =        lNix,j)dßix),

Js>

(7.11) Gil-P) = Iß-I.

We may also translate the weak convergence of 9E to Xe. That is, for any con-

tinuous function ft and fundamental sequence {Ek},

(7.12) XEkh - |  ft(x)dj8(x).

"s*

If we apply Theorem 6.2' to G0J, with p given by (7.7), we obtain

(7.13) G0; = iß °iV), + (1 - pi) \ °Nix,j) dnix).

Since n is to be a probability measure on the boundary, we may choose ß restricted

to the boundary as (1 — /?l)7t. Hence (7.13) agrees with (7.5), the first term giving

the integral over S.

Theorem 7.1. In a normal chain, if h is T-continuous, then P"h -* J ^ ft(x)d/?(x)

for any starting state.

Proof. Let n" he the row of P" corresponding to the starting state chosen.

Let b= ¡sthix)dßix).

| b - nnh | z% | b - ZcsA£*ft| + | Zcs(AEs - nnBE')h\ + \n\ ZcsB£sft - ft)|.

We choose a fundamental sequence {Ek}. Then XEkh^b, by (7.12), and hence

for sufficiently large k,\b — XEkh | < e. We truncate the sequence so that it con-

tains only sets Ek sufficiently large for this. We then form a convex combination

in accordance with Theorem 5.3; this determines our choice of the Es and the

cs. Since n has total measure 1, the quoted theorem guarantees that the last term

is less than e, and the first term is less than s by the above argument and the

fact that Zcs = 1. For the second term we note that only a finite number of dif-

ferences iXE' — nnBE')j are involved. Hence by (7.8) we make the second term less

than e by choosing n large enough. Thus | b — n"h \ < 3e for n sufficiently large.

Theorem 7.2. If P has only minimal boundary points, then each row of P"

converges weakly to ß.

Proof.   By Theorems 5.2 and 7.1.

We will show later, by an example, that the condition Tft = ft is really neces-

sary in the theorem.

Let us see what our results say for an ergodic (positive recurrent) chain P.

All ergodic chains are normal. For such a chain a may be chosen with total mea-
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sure 1, in which case the rows of P" tend to a componentwise. (We assume as

usual that the chain is aperiodic.) In [4] we showed that for an ergodic chain

(7.14) G(I - P) = la - /.

Hence, from (7.11), a = ß. Thus in an ergodic chain the entire basic measure

is on S, and the measure ß is a generalization of the role played by a for ergodic

chains. Our results in this section generalize known results for ergodic chains to

all normal chains. For example, (7.10) is a generalization of G,j = £tafc'JV^-,

which holds for ergodic chains.

Most important of all, for an ergodic chain P"h -» ah for any bounded function,

for any starting state. This is the result generalized in Theorem 7.1; but in this

theorem we had to make a stronger assumption about h. While for an ergodic

chain a¡ is the limiting probability of being in state j, for null chains we can only

say that ß indicates what the chain is "near" in the long run—an intuitive state-

ment made precise by the theorem. We can further strengthen this interpreta-

tion for null chains as follows.

Lemma. // ß(j) = a > 0 in a null chain, then there is a boundary point x

such that ßM(j) ^ a.

Proof, ß is the weak limit of XEk, for a fundamental sequence {Ek}. The

characteristic function of {j} is continuous (since all states in S are isolated),

hence a = ß(j) = IimA. X¡. Let us select a subsequence of the {Ek} so that in the

new sequence Xe" ̂  a — (\/k) for all k. Since the chain is null, for each k there

must be infinitely many states i such that Bff ^ a — (2/k). Let us select

one such i for each k, always selecting a state not previously used. Then

BEkj^ a - (2/k) for all m ^ k. Let x be a limit point of {/„,}, then BEk(x,j) ^ a

-(2/k) for each k. Therefore ß(x)(j) = \imkBEk(x,j) ^ a.

Theorem 7.3. If all boundary points in a null chain are minimal, then

/J(S) = 0; i.e., the measure is entirely on the boundary.

Proof. By the lemma and the fact that for a minimal boundary point

ßix\S) = 0.

We thus see that for a normal null chain without nonminimal boundary points

ß is a measure on the boundary. Here ß(A) for a Borel subset A of B may be inter-

preted as the probability that in the long run our chain P is near this part of

the boundary. For example, if x is at a positive distance from other boundary

points, then any sufficiently small neighborhood A of x will have a continuous

characteristic function. Then, by Theorem 7.2, E; 6 A P¡" -> ß(A), independently

of i and of the choice of A. If there are only a finite number of points in B, and

all are minimal, we may partition S* into arbitrarily small neighborhoods of

the boundary points plus a finite set of states ; and ßix) gives the probability for

each x e B that the process will be in its neighborhood in the long run.
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Let us briefly look at the duals of our results. Equations (7.10) and (7.11)

become :

(7.15) Cu = («j/adj   W(x,i)afe>

and

(7.16) (/ - P)C = ma-I, where m¡ = /?,/a,.

One can also use duality to obtain sufficient conditions on measures v such that

vP" converges.

We can also connect these results to potentials for recurrent chains, as intro-

duced in [4]. We say that g is a potential function with charge f if af is finite and

g = Lim„7V(n)/. Dually, v is a potential measure with charge p if pi is finite and

v = Lim„ pNM. The set on which the charge is nonzero is its support. We showed

in [4] that if / has finite support and af = 0, then g = — G/ is a potential. We

also showed there that g = const. + °Nf. Hence any elementary continuous

function differs from a potential only by a constant, by Theorem 6.3. And since

all potentials of finite support (i.e., whose charges have finite support) satisfy

(a) and (b) of the theorem, they are all elementary continuous functions. We

have thus shown:

Theorem 7.4. For a normal chain the elementary continuous functions are

the functions that may be written as a potential of finite support plus a constant.

Theorem 7.5. If g is a T-continuous potential, then

f   gix)dßix) = 0 .
^s*

Proof. By Theorem 7.1, P"g-+ Jg(x)dj3(x). But it was shown in [4] that for

any potential P"g '-* 0.

Theorem 7.6. A function ft of finite deviation is T-continuous if it can be

written as

h = cl + g,

where g is a T-continuous potential and

-  f   ft(x)d/?(x)
•'s«

Proof.   If (J - P)ft =/, and ft is T-continuous, then

ÍI + P + -+ P")f = (/ - P"+1)ft -> ft - el,

by Theorem 7.1. If ft is of finite deviation, then / is a charge and the limit is

a potential. Hence ft differs from the potential by el. The converse is trivial.
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Corollary. If h is of finite deviation and T-continuous, then a/=0 and

h = const. + °Nf.

Theorem 7.7. g is a T-continuous potential if and only if (1) °Nf is con-

tinuous, and (2) for any fundamental sequence Ek, the extensions of EkNf tend

to 0. If (3) Limi-,x(ENf)i = (Lim^ EN¡.)ffor all finite sets E, then these two

cond itions are satisfied, and if Gf is finite then g = —Gf.

Proof. BE(°Nf) = °Nf - ENf. Since a potential g = g0l + °Nf, conditions

(1) and (2) are precisely the conditions that g be continuous and that Tg=g,

respectively. If (3) holds, then (1) follows by letting £ = {0}. Also (Lim^/N,-.) |/|

is monotone decreasing in £ to 0, hence (2) follows. We may also infer from

(3) and from the finiteness of Gf, that ¡°Nfdß= ¡°Ndß-f= (G/)0. But

(gdß = 0, hence g0 = — (G/)0, and 0 may be replaced by any state.

Theorem 7.8.   IfEk is a sequence increasing toEandOEl = \, then Lim9Ek = 9B.

Proof. Since 9Ek is an exit probability, it is monotone decreasing in k. Hence

it tends to a limit, say 9¡. Since 9Ekl = 1, therefore 01 ^ 1. From the interpreta-

tion, 9E ̂  9Ek, hence 9E ̂  9P and 1 = 9E\ S öl. This can only happen if 9E = Ö.

This theorem enables us to give an interpretation for 9E for infinite sets, if

we have an interpretation for it for finite sets. For example, if we choose Vj = G0J,

then 9E = Xe for finite sets, and 9E is a limit of A£-measures in any case, whether

or not Xe exists for the infinite set £. (We have shown in [6] that Xe need not

exist.) The necessary condition is that 9E have total measure 1. If 0e£, this

means that the transient chain is sure to leave £; such a set is known as an equi-

librium set, since it has an equilibrium potential. (See [4, §2].)

For an equilibrium set £ and any i e E we have [GE(/ — PE)]¡. = 9E - ö'.

Since for two different states i we have 9E as the limit of the same Xe", by Theorem

7.8 we may write: GE(I - PE) = 10E - I; and hence 9EGE(I - PE) = 0. But then

9EGE = fea. The dual of this result is that if we let /, = 9 f/a¡, then Cf is constant

on £, and a/= 1. This is the criterion for/to be the "equilibrium charge," Cf

the "equilibrium potential," and the constant the "capacity" of £, in a sense

developed by Spitzer. (See [9].) The existence of such an "equilibrium potential"

was proved in [5], but only for finite sets £, since only for these could we be sure

of the existence of Xe. By means of boundary theory and 9E we have now extended

these results to all sets £ which are equilibrium sets of the associated chain.

Let us consider the special case where F has only a single boundary point x.

Then a neighborhood of x is simply the complement of a finite set. Hence the

probability of being within this neighborhood tends to 1 for any null chain. Thus

P"h tends to n(x) for any null chain and any continuous function «.

If P and P both have only a single boundary point, then the chain must be

normal. For a null chain Gu = lN(x,j), and Cl} = (a,/a,y.#(x,i). The represen-

tation theorem takes on a much simpler form in this special case:
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ft, = ft0 + (°JV/), - («//«o)C,0.

Furthermore, from [4] we know that °N0- — (aJ/a0)Cl0 = C0J - C¡p hence

(7.17) ft = ft0l + (C0. - C,.)/

Hence, if Cf is finite, then ft = const. — Cf. Similarly, if pG is finite, then v = ca
— pG.

8. Reinterpretation of the associated processes. Let us consider the associated

chain Q", started at 0, and reverse time for the chain : We denote by X„ the posi-

tion of the ßv -chain at time n. Then we consider the stochastic process Y„, for n z% 0,

for which Y_„ = Xn. This process either starts at some random time x ^ 0 (if Xn

terminates in finite time), or it may "come from the boundary" at time — oo.

Let F be any finite set containing 0. Then there is a first time — t that Y„ enters

F. We know that F is entered at j with probability 0E. Let Z„ = T_(+„, for

n — 0,1, •••, and let us compute the transition probabilities for Z:

Prr7       - ; I v - ¡1 - Pr[r-,+n + i=J and Y_,+„ = i]
PrLZ„+1 -j |Z„ - ij - - Pr[y_f+n = rj

00

Z   Pr[^ím_ i = j and xm = i and E is left at m + n]
OT=1_

GO

Z   Pr[^,„ = /' and F is left at m + n]
m = 0

CO

Z   Pr[*,„_ y = /] ßj, Pr,[£ is left in n steps]
_    m = l_

OO

£ Pr[A:„, = i] Pr¡[£ is left in n steps]
n = 0

V,

Hence the Z-process is a Markov chain which starts in £ with starting distribution

6E, proceeds according to P and stops at 0. Thus the r"-process, observed when

it first enters a set F, may be thought of as our original Markov chain (started

with 9E and stopped at 0), but with a time-distortion. That is, in the T-process,

time is counted backwards from the first time 0 is reached instead of forwards

from the time £ is entered(4).

If / is any function on the sample paths which depends only on the path after

a set £ (finite and containing 0) is entered, and does not depend on time, then

(4) This shows that the y-process is a strong approximate /"-chain, in the sense of Hunt [3].
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it has the same mean in the Y-process as in the chain P started on £ with 8E.

For example, v,- for jeE represents the mean number of times this chain is in j

before 0 is reached. This gives us a direct probabilistic interpretation for (5.5):

vE gives the mean number of times in each state before 0, while vEPE is the mean

number of the "next position in £," hence the former contains the starting po-

sition in £ while the latter contains the terminal visit to 0, which yield the two

terms 0E and S°, respectively. A similar interpretation can be given for (5.10).

It is natural to think of the entire stochastic process {Y„} as follows: We start

our chain on S* with starting distribution ß\ then we proceed according to P,

and stop when 0 is reached; however, time is computed backwards from 0.

Again the mean of any quantity which depends only on paths and not on time

may be computed in the Y-process but interpreted as if the P-chain had been

started with ß". This gives direct insight into several of our identities.

In particular, if we choose v; = °N(x,j), then the resulting Y-process may be

thought of as starting P at the point x (and counting time backwards from 0).

Thus BE(x,j) is the probability that the chain started at x will enter the set £ at /

More generally, if n is any probability measure on S*, we may use it as a

starting distribution for P by choosing

(8.1) v, =  f °N(x,j)dn(x),

V

and forming the Y-process. It should be noted that the resulting ßv will

be the same as n only if n puts 0 measure on nonminimal boundary points.

Hence we note that a starting distribution on S* may always be reinterpreted

as starting with p™, i.e., only on S and at minimal boundary points. In any case ß"

is the limiting distribution of Yn as n approaches its starting time (i.e., x or - co).

Let us again return to the function / which depends only on the paths after E

is entered. Let g, = M,[/]. Then

(8-2) ft - I   BfkMk[f}.
keE

This is clearly a continuous function, and its extension is

(8.3) g(x) = S   B\x,k)-Mk{f},
keE

for any finite set £ containing 0. On the other hand, using our new interpretation

of BE(x,k), we see that g(x) is the mean of the function / if the P-chain is started

at x. Hence g(x) = M,[/] for all x e S*. And more generally, for any probabil-

ity measure n on S*,

(8.4) M„[/] =  I 9EkMk[f} =   I   f BE(x,k)dn(x)-Mk{f} =   f g(x)dn(x).
keE keEJ  , J..S. 'S
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For example, let / be the number of times in j before a finite set F (containing

0) is reached. Let £ = F U {j}. Then our above considerations apply; g¡ — FN¡¡

and gix) = FNix,j) is continuous. We also obtain a formula for M„[/] from (8.4).

We can use our new interpretation to characterize normal chains. Let us at-

tempt to start a P-chain with a distribution n which represents the position of

the Markov chain "in the long run." That is, we let nin) be a row of P", and we

desire n to be the limit of nw in some sense. We know that n is determined if we

know the entrance probabilities 6E for all finite sets £. These should be the limits

of nMBE. These limits exist for both P and / if and only if the chain is normal (in

which case n{n)BE -* Xe). Hence normal chains are those recurrent chains for which

we have a basic measure ß which enables us to start the chain the way it is "in

the long run," and a measure ß, with the same property, for P.

If a normal chain is started with the basic measure ß, then G0J is the mean

number of visits to j before 0 is reached, and )E is the entrance distribution for

any finite set £ containing 0. This enables us to give interpretations for various

results in [4]. For example, 'Xj = Xlj'J1 is the probability in this process of reaching

j before /, and hence the relation G0J — °Xj°Njj is obvious.

For a normal chain we also considered

£v = limP"£iV\

This limit exists because a column of EN is an elementary continuous function.

Then

% - j   ENix,j)dßix)

s«

by Theorem 7.1.

From our interpretation of ENix,j) we see that EVj is the mean number of

visits to j, before hitting £, for the P-chain started with ß. This gives a simple

proof of the useful identity

(8.5) Goj =  Z G0kEÑkj + EVp
keE

where EÑkt is the number of visits to j before returning to £ from keE. The

first term represents the mean number of visits to j after £ is reached and the

second term the mean number of times before £ is reached.

We can also give a simple proof for the important identity

(8.6) Gi0 2*. + G0J « Gy + <Wy.
a0

We showed in [4] that

lNm0 £ + °NmJ = 'NmJ + °Nip
ao

by observing that the two sides compute the same quantity in two different ways.
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Each is the mean starting in m, of the number of times in j as we reach 0 via i.

The same argument applied to the F-chain started with ß gives (8.6).

Finally we mention that the identity just proved gives us an interpretation for

C0j. In fact from the identity, taking i = j, we obtain

(8.7) C0J = °Njj - G0J.

Hence C0J is the difference between the mean number of visits to j before 0 for

the process started at j and the process started with ß.

9. Sums of independent random variables. We may illustrate our results in

terms of results for sums of independent random variables, found by Spitzer

in [9]. If we consider a null Markov chain whose nth position is the sum of «

independent and identically distributed random variables, then Spitzer showed

that the chain is always normal and there are only minimal boundary points

(in our terminology). In two dimensions there is always a unique boundary point,

while in one dimension there are one or two, depending on whether the random

variables have infinite or finite variance.

In the case of a single boundary point the space S* is the one-point compac-

tification of S, hence a continuous function n is one having a limit at infinity,

and we have already noted that the convergence of P"h is trivial. In one dimen-

sion, with finite variance, + oo and — oo are two distinct boundary points, and

h must have limits (not necessarily the same) in both directions. Then Theorem

7.1 states that P"h converges to the average of these two limits. This result also

follows from the Central Limit Theorem.

There are such chains for which P"h fails to converge for so nice a function as

the characteristic function of the positive integers. However, this can happen

only if the variance is infinite; then there is only one boundary point, and h

is not continuous.

Spitzer also proved a representation theorem for subregular functions for

sums of independent random variables. He obtained the form

(9.1) h = -Cf + const,

for the case of one boundary point, and

(9.2) ht = -(Cf), + ai + b

for the two boundary point one-dimensional case. We have already shown that

the former formula holds for any chain with a single boundary point. And (9.2)

follows from our representation theorem together with special knowledge Spitzer

obtains of the form of °N and C in the case of sums of independent random

variables.

Spitzer proves his results for the case of deviation with finite support, but

he remarks that his results could be extended to the case of finite deviation, as
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we have done. Thus our representation theorem extends his results from these

special chains to all recurrent chains. It should also be noted that while Spitzer

requires h to be subregular, i.e., / to be all of the same sign, we do not impose

this restriction.

10. A class of summability methods. Let P be the transition matrix of

either a transient or null recurrent Markov chain, and let W(l) be the matrix

whose nth row is the ith row of P". We require that P have row sums 1, even

if it is transient. Then it follows from the fact P"->0 that W(0 is a regular

summation matrix. The question of whether W(,) can sum the sequence h¡ is the

same as the question of whether the ith component of P"h converges. Thus we

obtain a summation method for each choice of i.

By the field of a summation method one means the set of bounded sequences

which are summable by the method. Thus the functions n for which P"h con-

verges are precisely the functions which lie in the field of WU) for all i.

It is easy to show that for recurrent P all these methods are equivalent, i.e.,

they sum precisely the same sequences and to the same limit. Thus we are really

considering a single summability method. By a well-known result on summa-

bility, there is a sequence of 0's and l's for any method which is not summable

by that method. This means that there is a function n, which is the characteristic

function of a set of states, for which P"h fails to converge. This was shown by

Lamperti in [7] by other methods. Lamperti then raised the question which

in the present terminology asks for the fields of the methods W. Our results pro-

vide at least a partial answer: The field must at least contain the T-continuous

functions.

For transient chains the methods W(l) need not be equivalent. Indeed, if n is

a nonconstant regular function, then P"h -* h, and hence W(,) is inconsistent

with Wu) if h, ¥" h¡. But it follows from Martin boundary theory that if n is

continuous on S*, then P"h converges. Hence any continuous function will lie

in the field of all of these summability methods.

It is interesting to note that several of the best known summability methods

may be obtained in the indicated manner. It should also be noted that if P is

a non-negative summability matrix, which may be taken as a transition matrix

without loss of generality, then Pn+1 is always a stronger method than P", and WU)

is always stronger than any of these methods.

11. Examples. We have already illustrated some of our results in terms of

sums of independent random variables in §9. At present we wish to furnish

some counter-examples.

Let us first observe that for any null chain, if we choose for / the 0th column

of I - P, then a/=0, and JV(n)/= (/- Pn+1).0, which tends to <5°. Therefore

/ is a potential charge and its potential is g = S°, which is clearly continuous.
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We introduced in [4] the very useful class of examples in which the states

are the non-negative integers and from i — 1 the process steps to i with probability

Pi or to 0 with probability a¡ = 1 — p¡. If we let a0 = 1, a,= fJUiP,, then

a is a superregular measure. The chain is recurrent if a„ -+ 0, and null if in

addition Z„a„ = oo.

This chain has

,J        \ 0 otherwise.

There is one boundary point at + oo, and °/V(+ oo,j) = 0. (Hence + oo is a

nonminimal boundary point.) Therefore, the chain is normal and G0j = 0. Since

for a finite set F, with 0 e E, from any sufficiently large i the set must be entered at

0, Xe = 1. Hence ß puts a unit mass on 0. This can also be seen by observing that

Qv for Vj = G0J starts at 0 and immediately stops.

If g is the potential ô°, then Tg is the limit of the extensions of BEkg

for a fundamental sequence {Ek}. We need only consider what happens at

+ oo: Lim^ + aDiBEg)i = l for any finite set £. Hence Tg(+co) = l. Thus

Tg # g. Also ¡gix)dßix) = go = 1 is not 0. And -(G/)0 = 0 ï g0. Thus we see

that g being continuous is not sufficient to assure that Tg = g or other properties

which would hold in that case.

The reverse of this example is even more instructive. The reverse chain moves

deterministically to the left untill it reaches 0, and then P0i = a¡ — ai+l.

Q ÍPi+1 if   j=   Í+   1»

13 \ 0 otherwise.

Then N0j = a¡ and Nu = a,/oc( if j ^ i or 0 otherwise. Hence Kii,j) = \/a¡ for

all j 2: i, and hence Kii,j) -* 1/oc, as j -» 4- oo. We have a single boundary point,

and since 1/or, is the unique regular function of Q, the boundary point is minimal.

If Vj = G0j- = 1 — o~oP then Q/u = ôji+) ; hence the associated chain started at 0

marches out to + oo. From this it is clear that the exit probabilities are 9E = 1 if j

is the last state in £ and 0 otherwise. And hence, /?(+ oo) = 1. We thus have con-

vergence to the minimal boundary point. It is interesting to see that even in so

simple an example the limiting behavior near the two boundaries can be quite

different.

Let us modify the original example as follows (see figure):

On the upper branch at /—1 the chain goes to i with probability p¡, to 0 with

probability q-q¡, or to position (i — 1)' with probability p-q¡. On the lower

branch it moves a step at a time to the left, and from 0' to 0. (p + a = 1 are

arbitrary but fixed positive numbers.) There are two boundary points, oo and oo'.

If £ is any finite set and i" its last state on the lower branch, then Xe = q, Xe = p.

Hence p"(0) = a, p\co)=0, /?(oo') = p, and oo' is minimal, while oo is not.

G0J = pNico'J) which is 0 on the upper branch and p on the lower. The asso-
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(/ - D'

ciated chain corresponding to Vj = Goj starting at 0 stops immediately with

probability q or moves to 0' and out to co' along the lower branch.

Let u„ = P0"oJ„ = Pr0[first return to 0 is at time «].

Let A(t) - I„a/, F(t) = I„/„i", and U(t) = I„u„t\ Then U(t) = 1/[1 -F(t)],
and F(t) = 1 - q(l-t)A(t) - p(l - t2)A(t2). The probability of being on the

upper branch after « steps is E¡Uo"A.-Jt- This sequence of probabilities is Abel-

summable if and only if

lim (1 - t)U(t)A(t) = lim
(1 - t)A(t)

;"" ¿2(1 - t)A(t) + p(l - t2)A(t2)

exist. But we need only choose the oc„ so that limt-,x A(t)/A(t2) should fail to

exist, and then the probabilities will not be Abel-summable.

Let h¡ be 1 if i is on the upper branch and 0 if i is on the lower branch. Then n is

continuous, but Th = qh. By the above argument P"h does not converge, and

is not even Abel-summable. This shows that continuity is not a sufficient con-

dition for Theorem 7.1.
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